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GETTING STARTED IN PIGKEEPING

Do the paperwork Before
collecting pigs, you need to
contact the Rural Payments
Agency (0345 603 7777;
gov.uk) and apply for a County
Parish Holding number (CPH),
which helps to identify and
trace the location of livestock.
If you live in England or Wales,
you will have to quote this on
online forms at eaml2.org.uk,
the electronic movement
licence system, before you
can transport your weaners
home. For Scotland, see
scoteid.com, and residents
of Northern Ireland should
visit dardni.gov.uk.

Prepare the run Decide on
what kind of perimeter you

require. If you are out at work
all day, you may want the
peace of mind that is provided
by a stock fence with barbed
wire running along the bottom
and an electrified second line
of defence (sensibly marked to
warn visitors it is live). In most
circumstances where there is
no secure boundary around
a property, doubling up is a
sensiblemeasure. You can power
electric fences with batteries or
via the mains (manufacturers
provide guidance as to how to
set them up); our how-to video
at countryliving.co.uk/walnuts-
farm also offers instructions.
A gate wide enough to drive
a trailer through is another
consideration (fitted to open

inwards rather than outwards
reduces the chance of porcine
escapees). Expect to allow
the equivalent of at least one
acre per six pigs.

Buy or build your ark The
most popular kind is the
dome-shaped design with
galvanised metal sheeting
for a roof and plywood at the
front and rear. For a DIY plan,
see a step-by-step guide in
the Haynes Pig Manual). Site
it in a position out of the
prevailing wind and, if your
ground slopes away, at the
highest point to ensure good
drainage underneath. If
keeping pigs over winter,
consider purchasing or making

a floor to fit the ark so they
are kept off damp ground.

Collect yourweaners in a dog
crate lined with straw (these
are generally large enough to
accommodate a pair) if you
don’t have a trailer. It is also
worth covering it with old
towels to prevent your car
boot being soiled, as the pigs
will be stressed in transit.
Alternatively, the breeder may
offer to deliver them. Once
you have received the animals
onto your land (and again when
they leave it to travel to the
abattoir), you will need to
register this within 30 days
through the relevant electronic
movement licence system.

Even if you plan to acquire your new livestock in spring, as is the custom, it’s never too soon to begin
making arrangements so you have everything in place prior to their arrival


